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The Sum of the Parts 

I recently judged an entry of Boxers that was disturbing to me in that a great many were 

very poor movers-- basically unsound or poorly constructed. What was even more 

surprising was the realization that some of the owners and handlers seemed unaware of just 

how faulty their entrants were.  

The key to proper movement is balance. Animals that are unbalanced exhibit common 

movement faults. These include sidewinding, crabbing, crossing over, and moving very wide 

behind. Unbalanced dogs cannot reach and drive properly if one end has more angulation 

than the other end! For example, if the shoulder is straight (probably the most common 

fault in Boxers today) the well angulated rear would noticeably strike the forelegs as speed 

increases. Compensating for this interference, the dog sidewinds, so that the rear quarters 

are not in line with the front legs; or he moves very wide behind while the forelegs come in 

and converge more or less properly. Each dog unconsciously makes his own rules in this 

regard. In either case, the poor movement is at the very least inefficient, defeating the 

purpose for which this working dog was bred. Imagine such a Boxer having the ability to run 
down fleet and agile game through the forest.  

The long hock, another common problem, makes for very sloppy rear movement as there is 

less strength and drive in such rear assemblies. Cow hocks, as well as inadequate rear 

musculation also compromise proper drive. Weak pasterns curb the dog’s ability to push off 

properly in front and often make for a choppy front gait (as do short upper arms). Clever 

handlers may try to hide these faults from a judge by either moving the dog very slowly, so 

that his faults of compensation are minimized—or by racing him around a small ring at 90 

miles an hour in hopes that the judge does not have time to focus on individual problems. 

Ring techniques may be one thing, but it is up to us as breeders to recognize that our poor 

movers should not become the top representatives of the breed. They may be brimming 

with breed type and have the best head imaginable—all absolutely essential characteristics 

and by no means meant to be underemphasized here. However, we need Boxers who have 

quality from all angles—square, medium sized dogs with beautiful heads AND with smooth, 

groundcovering strides exhibiting proper reach, drive, and with the ability to single track as 

speed increases. THAT animal is the complete package, the Boxer that we should be striving 
to breed and to invest our money to promote.  
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